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The Battlefield 4:19142 update for the PC
is officially available, and new screenshots

of the PC version along with a video
detailing some of the major changes are
up. The visuals on offer are much better
than the recent beta, which focused on a

bunch of tech demos and limited the
gameplay content to a few maps that

emphasized realism. Nvidia's DLSS just got
a lot more powerful - it can now handle

games from as high as 4K! In a new video,
3D gaming giant Nvidia gives us a look at
the new DLSS capabilities of its GeForce
GTX 1080 GPU, while pointing out the

dangers of throwing out your
1080-equipped PC in favor of a $1,500 4K

gaming rig. And for the sake of
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comparison, Nvidia also demonstrates the
power of using ray-tracing in Battlefield

4:19142. So, what is DLSS? DLSS stands for
Deep Learning SuperSampling, and it's a

new and very powerful rendering technique
from Nvidia that can take the place of FFP

(Frame Rate Targeting). The Battlefield
2142 Reclamation Mod for Battlefield 2142
allows you to play the online multiplayer of
Battlefield 2142 with the same players and

without restrictions. One or more of the
Master Servers have a broken connection
with each other; the Master Servers can
also be refreshed over a network, so this

mod makes playing Battlefield 2142 online
multiplayer again possible. The version

being released is the October 2008 Offline
Profile. This has been optimized for the

Reclamation Mod. It has one simple
executable, rf2142.exe. It has been tested

to work perfectly on Windows XP 32bit,
Windows 98SE 32bit, Windows 98

Professional 32bit, Windows 2000 32bit,
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Windows NT 4.0 32bit, Windows NT 4.5
32bit, Windows Me 32bit, Windows 98SE

64bit, Windows 98 Professional 64bit,
Windows 2000 64bit and Windows XP

64bit. See the INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS section below for a list of
older Operating Systems and Versions it

will work on. If it does not work, try
changing the Installation Target from

"Release" to "Relase for x64" and then
following the other steps here. Please do

not get the idea that the mod is not
compatible with older operating systems
because it has been tested to work with

most and you can check the file
sf2142_old.txt in the provided download to

see what it says about older operating
systems. You should also try getting the
latest version of the rf2142.exe from the

Reclamation Mod's page:
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